
Notification System

The "Ai Notification System" is the ONLY Sump Pump in the World with not only a totally integrated 

Notification System but also a total comprehensive coupled Notification System. Totally integrated and 

comprehensive means it's sole purpose is to couple to the "NexPump Advanced Diagnostics" and relay 

information to you via Phone Calls and E-Mails, Text Messages, so you can always have the "Peace of 

Mind" that you are going to stay dry. The "Ai Notification System" can relay Thirty Eight (38) critical points

that are monitored by the "NexPump Advanced Logic".

From AC Power Loss, Sensor, Pump, Battery or Internal Electronics Issues you will be informed. But it 

doesn't end with just a Notification. The "NexPump Advanced Logic", hence the name "Ai" (Artificial 

Intelligence) is always operating and making Millions of decisions per second. Sensor Issues, we have built

in logic to automatically enter our exclusive "Emergency Mode" to operate Pumps as needed. If there is 

water to Pump out, your NexPump will Pump it out. No water, the Pumps will just turn on then off, as the 

"NexPump Advanced Logic" is able to detect water from the Pumps themselves. Internal Electronic Issues,

we have "Backup Electronics" to take over automatically to ensure your NexPump is still able to operate. 

We can operate indefinitely in the "Emergency Mode" or under the "Backup Electronics". Best of all, we 

make you aware of any issue, so we can take care of any problems, will the best support ever offered. 

One Note, if you have a Model without the "Ai Notification System" you will still be informed of any alerts 

via the NexPumps built in alarm.

The "Ai Notification System" is available in three (3) options for it's communication medium. One option is 

the "Phone Line Module" that uses a Standard Phone Line. Another option is the "Wired Internet Module", 

this Module uses your existing Internet Router or Hub. The last available option is the "Wireless Internet 

Module" that also uses your existing Internet Connection through a Wireless Router. Any of these options 

will allow the "Ai Notification System" to relay any alerts to you via Phone Calls and E-Mails, Text 

Messages. Both "NexPump Internet Modules" will also allow you remote connections to check status, 

configuration and more. 

Want more good news, there are NO RECURRING fees for the Notification System. Once you purchase 

the "Ai Notification System" you won't have to worry about paying an annual fee or ANY FEE. All 

NexPump Models are available with the Notification Option. Models with a suffix of "AN" are for Phone 

Line, "ANi" or “ENi” are "Wired Internet Models" and "ANiw" or “ENiw” are "Wireless Internet Models". The 

"Ai Notification System" once registered will allow you to enter two (2) Phone Numbers (“AN” models 

ONLY) and up to four (4) E-Mail Addresses. These numbers or addresses can be changed anytime just 

with access to the Internet on the NexPump Website. You can also use the E-Mail Addresses to add your 

contractors so they are on the alert list. 
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